ISSA 2008 Schedule of Sessions

Program Summary

- 2 keynotes (Day 1 and Day 3)
- 1 Stand alone symposium
- 2 parallel-stand alone symposia
- 42 sessions (including 5 panels run as regular sessions)
- 24 posters

July 26: 12:00 ~: Registration

July 26: 2:00-5:00 pm: Pre-Congress Workshops [concurrent]

(1) Invention and Authenticity in the Traditional Body Culture of Japan
    Coordinator: Lee THOMPSON,

(2) Digital Sport
    Coordinator: MATSUDA Keiji, YAMAMOTO Ya-Ya Mayumi

July 26: 6:00-8:00 pm: Welcome Reception

Sunday July 27

July 27 8:30-9:00 am: Opening Ceremony

July 27: 9:00 -10:00 am: Keynote 1

Professor Kari Fasting (Norwegian School of Sport and Physical Education)

July 27: 10:30-12:30: Parallel Sessions 1

July 27: 1:30-3:30 pm: Stand Alone Symposium 1

*The Olympic Games: Tradition, Globalization, Media, Power*
- William W. KELLY (Yale University)
- OK Gwang (Chungbuk National University)
- XU Xin (Cornell University)
- SHIMIZU Satoshi (University of Tsukuba)
  Coordinator: SUGIMOTO Atsuo,

July 27: 4:00 -6:00 pm: Parallel Sessions 2

July 27: 6:00-7:00 pm: Poster Session
July 27: 7:00-7:30 pm: ISSA Assembly

July 27: 7:30-9:00 pm: Optional Excursion

Monday July 28

July 28: 8:00-10:00 am: Parallel Sessions 3

July 28: 10:30-12:30: Parallel Sessions 4

July 28: 1:30-3:30 pm: Parallel Sessions 5

July 28: 4:00-6:00 pm: Symposium 2

a. Sport in Asia: Tradition and Transformation
   Coordinator: WHANG Soon-Hee

b. Sport and the Public Sphere
   Coordinator: KIKU Koichi, YAMAGUCHI Yasuo

July 28: 6:00-7:00 pm: ISSA Graduate Student Workshop

July 28: 7:00-9:00 pm: Congress Dinner

Tuesday July 29

July 29: 9:00-10:00 am: Keynote 2:

Professor ITO Kimio (Kyoto University, President of JSSS)

July 29: 10:30-12:30: Parallel Sessions 6

July 29: 12:30-1:00 pm: Closing Ceremony

July 29: 1:00 pm -: Optional Excursion
Sessions Details

SESSION 1  July 27: 10:30 -12:30

1.1 Globalisation & Sport (Room 1)

1) Sport, Globalization and Development: Making the Global Civil Society
   Richard Giulianotti

2) Globalization, Identity and Development in Sports
   Hans Kristian Hognestad

3) Olympiads in Transition and the Pace of Globalization
   Paul CLOSE

4) Knowing the Winner Before the Game Starts Success in International Football and
   Relationships of Structural Dependency in the World System
   Hanspeter Stamm & Markus Lamprecht

5) Adventure sport, Gender and Globalisation
   Barbara Humberstone

2.1 Sport and National Identity (Room 2)

1) Footballers’ Lives: Soccer, Irish nationalism and Northern Ireland
   Alan Ewen Scott Bairner

2) Regionalism and National Identity in Scottish Sport
   John Kelly

3) Swimming for Identity, or National Identity and Swimming in Modern Japan (1868-1932)
   Andreas Niehaus

4) Problems of Methodological Nationalism: A Critique of the Complicity of Media
   Discourse with Nationalism
   Hiroki Ogasawara

5) The Invention and Acculturation of Modern Japanese Martial Arts: Focusing on Judo and
   Aikido
   Fumiaki Shishida

5.1 Sport & Identity Politics (Room 3)

1) The interaction order’ in later life sporting activity.
   Elizabeth Pike

2) Research into Lifelong Sports Activities in Korea -focusing on middle-aged and
   elderly hikers in the Seoul region
   Young-Kyung Park
3) Extraordinary bodies: transgender experiences of shame and pride in sport.
   Agnes Elling

4) Homosocial groups and women’s identity: the case of female managers in Japanese high school sports
   Masashi Takai

**9.1 Sport and Health (Room 4)**

1) Welfare, health and the inclusion of socially weak children in the sports clubs. Which are the strengths that characterize sport clubs in relation to health and social inclusion?
   Annette Michelsen la Cour

2) How to build a physically active patient? New professional dynamics in French diabetes networks
   Claire Perrin

3) The Importance of Lay Knowledge: Discourses Involving Health in the Japanese Context
   Shiho Sato

4) The Politics of “Active Aged”: From a case study of a measure of health promotion for aged person
   Masayuki Takao

5) It's simple. Poor people just don't do sport!: Exploring the Social Determinants of High Performance Athletes' Health
   Parissa Safai, Jean Harvey and Phil White

**10.1 Media & Sport (Room 5)**

1) Policing the (cyber) agenda: New media technologies and local stadium debates
   Jay Scherer

2) New Media and Social Movements in Korea
   Yoonso Choi

3) A Quest for a New Identity: The Hines Ward Syndrome in Korea
   Yomee Lee

4) Hypermasculine Ad-versity? Exploring the Production Elements of the National Hockey League’s “Inside the Warrior” Campaign
   Sarah Gee

5) Mediating the Holy Trinity: Sport, Beer Advertising and Masculinity
   Steve Jackson

**4.1 Gender & Sport: Female Sport Experience (Room 6)**

1) The Study of Sport Consciousness of Female Residents in Taipei
   Hsiu-hua Tsai
2) International Opportunities and Local Experiences: Betty White, Jean Hales, and Women's Athletics in Canada
   Carly Adams

3) Turns are for Girls: Gender and Skiing in British Columbia, Canada
   Mark Christopher John Stoddart

4) Difference among women in sports: a case study of professional women surfers in Japan, United States and Australia
   Eri Mizuno

5) Women and Sports in South Korea
   Sungjoo Park

**SESSION 2**  
July 27: 4:00 -6:00 pm

**10.2 Media & Sport (Room 1)**

1) Representing “Black Athletes” in Contemporary Sport Cinema
   Kohei Kawashima

2) Translocation of Korean Women in the LPGA Tour: Gendered, Fluid, and Heterogeneous Orientalism in US Sport Narratives
   Kyoung-Yim Kim

3) Forever the moment: the women athletes of the unpopular sports in Korean sport film
   Ka Young Kim

4) The Comparison of Newspaper Coverage of the 2004 Athens Paralympic to Olympic Games
   Ik Young Chang & Jane Crossman

   Asuka Tomaru

**15.1 Sport and Development (Room 2)**

1) Defiance under Fire: Sport, Peace, and Naivety
   Kevin M. Young

2) International Development through Sport from the Perspective of ODA Strategies of DAC Countries
   Chiaki Okada

3) Organization and the Experience in the Development of Sport in China
   Dongxiao Liu, Depei Liu
4) Professional Sports and the Revitalization of 2 Cities in Japan: The Case Studies of Sapporo and Sendai
   Yoshihiko Ohnuma

5) Popularization of the mountaineering and Conservation for natural environment
   ABE Junji, Masasi Sasase

14.1 Mega Sporting Events Session (Room 3)

1) Material and representational legacies of sports mega-events: The case of the UEFA Championships
   John David Horne

2) Of proprietors and stakeholders: the political economy of planning and legacies of the 2010 FIFA World Cup™
   Scarlett Cornelissen

3) Subaltern Olympics and the changing imagination of the Far East
   Wolfram Manzenreiter

4) Mega sporting event impacts: Taxinomising the evidence
   Eleni Theodoraki

5) Mega-sport in the neoliberalizing city
   Kimberly S. Schimmel

3.1 Sport, Politics & Policy (Room 4)

1) The role of sport in European Union politics
   Ulrike Mueller

   Fumihiro Kaneko

3) Policy, Politics and Path Dependency: Sport Development in Australia and Finland
   Shane Collins

4) The Social Role of Sport Governing Bodies: The co-production, co-management, co-governance model of federations as civil society organisations.
   Margaret Groeneveld

5) Sport Governance Paradoxes in Canada and New Zealand: From “Case Building” to Targeting.
   Michael Sam

5.2 Sport & Identity Politics (Room 5)

1) Whose 'Silver Lining'?; Power and Social Resistance in Australian Macedonian Soccer.
   Chris Hallinan
2) Sport and the Colonial Difference in a Northern First Nation Community
   Michael A Robidoux.

3) Indigenous Peoples and Baseball in Taiwan
   Po-hsiu LIN

4) Collective representations and the quest for recognition: the politics of football and fan
   identities in Catalonia.
   Ramon Spaaij

5) A Study on the Small-scale Sport Event Tourism -- the Case of Japanese Tourists to Asian
   Baseball Championship 2007 Held in Taiwan
   Wen-Tseng Chu

**13.1 Social Integration Through Sport (Room 6): Education**

1) How college students’ sports activity has effect on adjustment to college and mental health
   Woo Suk Kim

2) Preschool teachers’ stages of concern about Physical Education.
   Hyun Woo Kim

3) How baseball playing in a elementary school team affects physical self-concept and
decision on future life – keep or quit playing baseball.
   Woo Seung Kim

4) How physical education in elective course has effect on interpersonal skills and satisfaction
   with college life.
   Kang Young Lim

5) Signposting to better lives: reconceptualising the process of social inclusion through sport
   Naofumi Suzuki

**30.2 Normalised Subjects and depoliticized bodies: Women's sport under neo-liberalism(Room 7)**

1) Title IX, Fictive Histories, and Liberated Bodies
   Katherine Jamieson

2) Queering a Sport and Anti-Homophobia Campaign
   Michelle T. Helstein

3) The Women's National Basketball Association and Neo-Liberal Imaginings of Sexuality
   Mary McDonald

**SESSION 3. July 28: 8:00- 10:00am**

**21.2 Open Topics: Sport Subcultures (Room 1)**
1) The Game Goes On: Sport and the Continuing Relevance of Subculture
   John Ewing Hughson

2) Changing patterns in Danish team sports
   Peter Mindegaard

3) An Ethnography on Club-Experience of Windsurfing at Han-river
   Min Chul Kim

4) Street dance, re-exportation of imported culture: A study of how an introduced western
    subculture transformed into the main content of the Korean Wave
   Seung-Ah Yang

5) The Transpacific Sport Gaze: Japanese Post-Industrial Management at Asics & Mizuno
   Koji Kobayashi

21.4 Open Topics (Room 2)

1) The Sociological Foundations Of Olympic Studies: Descriptor Profile Analysis Of An
   International Olympic Studies Journal
   Peter Warning

2) A Historical Sociology of Sport for the Disabled in Japan: From Life history of Athletes
   Participated in the Tokyo 1964
   Tadashi Watari

3) Food culture, habitus and professional football
   Mutsumi Ono

4) Perceptions of Fair Play Behaviors in Physical Education and Coaching
   Carla Vidoni

5) Finnish Kendo practitioners, how understand Japanese traditional view.
   Ryuichi Takeda

21.5 Open Topics (Room3)

1) Body Techniques, Efficacy and Tradition: A Case Study of a Tai Chi Class in Manchester
   Akira Kurashima

2) The Social and Sensual Logic of Boxing in Contemporary Metro Manila: Toward a
   Sociology of Sport for Urban Poor
   Tomonori Ishioka

3) The promotion of Bowling in Japan -amusement or sport?- Shinta Sasao

4) A Meaning of The Speed and Local Identity in The Public Motorcycle Road Race: A Case of The Isle of Man TT Race
   Yuki Kobayashi
5) A critique of the revival of traditional bodily practices in contemporary Japan
Atsuhisa Yamamoto

22.1 Sport and Education (Room 4)

1) Olympic and Professional Athletes and University Education in Europe: a life-story based analysis of elite athletes educational careers in Finland, France and the UK
Dawn Aquilina

2) Sports and Educational ‘Violence’: Towards a Cultural Understanding of Corporal Punishment In Informal Educational Settings in Contemporary Japan
Aaron Miller

3) Conceptualization of image of sports hero among elementary school students
Jin-Kyung Park

4) Lost in Translation: Cycling limitation in Japan
Hitoshi Ebishima

5) Social action in Physical Education: Dualism between 'sporting act' and 'educational act'
Yuichi Hara

18.1 Sport in Asia(Room 5)

1) Case Study of Development of Sport Tourism in Taiwan--10,000 People Sun Moon Lake Traverse
Po-ya Liao

2) A Study of Baseball Fans' Participative Behavior Intention Model in Taiwan
Chih-fu CHENG

3) Sports and Changes in Social Stratification-The Case of Wushu(Kong-Fu) School in China
Junichi Ikemoto

4) An Empirical Study on a Regional-Activation by Sport Camps and Events -The Case of Kumano City
Kenji Enami

5) Territoriality Overcoming Process of Transferred Soldier's Children through the Taekwondo Discipline
Byeong Seok Min

10.4 Media & Sport (Room 6)

1) The Discursive Construction of Japanese Communality in the Media Reporting on the National Football Coach
Hiroyuki Morita
2) Structural Analysis of the ROCKY, Movie Series
   Shota Kimura

3) Semiotical Analysis Of A Manga “CAPTAIN TSUBASA”
   Hideyuki Yokota

4) About the live television commentary of the IAAF World Championships in Athletics
   Osaka 2007 -Mainly on the words
   Yasuo Shimitth

5) The Ambiguity of Liu Xiang’s Reportage in Chinese Media report —A case study of
   reportage of Liu Xiang winning 110m hurdles at the 11th World Athletics Championship in
   2007
   Oh Sho Ki

21.7 Open Topics (Room 7)

1) A sociological study for the historical Hibiya Park in Japan: Some aspects of the
   modernization of public park and the modernization of behaviour
   Miho Osaka

2) Expectations and satisfaction for the activity types in sport volunteers in IAAF World
   Championships in Athletics Osaka 2007
   Shintaro Inaba

3) A Longitudinal Study of Importance-Performance Analysis of
   Sport Volunteers at the IAAF World Championships in Athletics Osaka 2007
   Yasuo Yamaguchi

4) CRITICAL CONSIDERATION ON THE POLITICAL CHARACTERS OF SPORTS
   WORLD
   Ken Kageyama

SESSION 4 July 28: 10:30 -12:30

30.3 Looking for transgression: The limits of lesbian and gay perspectives
   on sport(Room 1)

1) Virtually Normal: On the Limits of Lesbian and Gay Studies in the Sociology of Sport
   Samantha Jane King

2) Disordered gender: On the eclipse of effeminacy in queer sport and queer sport studies
   Mary Louise Adams

3) Tomboys and glamazons: Gender and sexuality in contemporary sport/culture
   Amy Hribar

30.4 Social Capital and Sport: Exploring the Dark Sides(Room 2)
1) Consequence of the fight against doping on cyclist’s social ties and capital
Fabien Ohl, Christophe Brissonneau and Vanessa Lentillon

2) The USA and Sporting Diplomacy: comparing and contrasting the cases of table tennis with China and baseball with Cuba in the early 1970s
John Sugden

3) Apples, Pears and Carps: Notes on Corruption in Football
Dino Numerato

4) Necessary and Harmful Aggression in Sport
Jerzy Edward Kosiewicz

10.3 Media & Sport (Room 3)

1) The Greek media construction of doping during the Athens Olympics
Evdokia Pappa

2) Comparative analysis for Korean and Japanese major newspapers' coverage of Korea vs. Japan matches in World Baseball Classic
Seongsik Cho

3) Pro Wresu: The Fantasy of Professional Wrestling Japanese Media Had Shared and Kept Over 50 Years
Fumihiko Saito

4) Why could the sports comics “Slum dunk” get 100,000,000 fans?: Media technology and discourse in big selling sports comics
Yoshiro Shiraishi

1.2 Globalisation & Sport (Room 4)

1) Globalization of Basketball and Reorganization of Elite Basketball in Japan
Naoki Chiba

2) Foreign Footballers in K-League: Migration and Adjustment
So Ye Yang

3) One Aspects of Baseball Diffusion: The Globalization of Sport Industry in Israel Professional Baseball
Toyokazu Ishihara

Seung-Back Han

5) Elite Football and Basketball: the impact of globalisation and China’s sport policy
Tien-Chin TAN

3.3 Sport, Politics & Policy: The Olympic Games (Room 5)
1) One world, one dream, two torch relays: Human rights in Tibet and China's nationalist Olympic aspirations
   Robert E Sparks

2) Reconsideration on the Torch Relay of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games: The Meaning of the Determination from Chinese Taipei Olympic Committee of Taiwan
   Toshiyuki Yamanokuchi

3) Elite Sport Governance Reform during Olympic Preparations: the case of the Beijing Olympiad
   Weiming Wang

4) Examination of the criticism and the denial of the Olympics
   Kazuo Uchiumi

**4.3 Gender, fitness leadership (Room 6)**

1) Shaping New Body: Feminine Bodies and Sports in Korea
   Minkyung Hwang

2) Fit body in on/off-line media: The production of fitness discourse and the fitness consumer in South Korea
   Eunha Koh

3) Leisure Experiences of married female teachers: Ethnographic approaches
   Kyungsik Lee

4) THE USE OF SOCIAL CAPITAL IN DEVELOPING PATHS TOWARDS GENDER EQUALITY IN SPORT
   Cristina Fusetti

5) 'It's just good having someone who encourages you and doesn't shout at you': Examining leadership and girls' sports participation.
   Ruth Jeanes

**SESSION 5 July 28: 1:30 -3:30 pm**

**4.2 Gender issues (Room 1)**

1) Sport, Health, and Gender Identity in Japan
   Rieko Yamaguchi

2) Learning Masculinity through Japanese University Rowing: *jōge kankei* and hierarchical relationships
   Brent Douglas McDonald

3) I am not Sick: Transgender People and Modern Sport
   Satoko Itani,

4) A Study on the Sexual Abuse of Professional Female Athletes in South Korea
   Hyunmi Heo, Bona Lee
5) Elite football players in Norway and experiences about sexuality; 'Lesbians are accepted, but gays do not exist.'
   Bente Ovedie Skogvang

**21.1 Open Topics: Sport & Deviance (Room 2)**

1) Speciesism and Animal Exploitation in Sport
   Michael Atkinson

2) On Sport Hunting
   S.P. Morris

3) The great unknown. Discrepancies between categorical and personal reputations of elite athletes
   Maarten Van Bottenburg

4) Tarred and Feathered: Norms, Deviance and Social Control in BASE Jumping
   Jason Laurendeau

**21.3 Open Topics: Sport & The Environment (Room 3)**

1) Sport and global warming
   Bernd Schulze

2) The Effects of Climate Change on Hiking Behavior
   Ching Li

3) Producing Realism and Reality in an Artificial Environment: The Mixed Martial Arts Boom in the U.S.
   Isamu Horiuchi

**2.2 Sport and National Identity (Room 4)**

1) Beijing Olympics as Nationalistic Education: A Study of Hong Kong Students’ Negotiating between Local and National Identity
   Glos Wing-Yan Ho

2) The Evolutions of the Taiwanese National Identity in the Olympics
   Hsin-Yi Tsai

3) Modern Sport and National identity in the national team called “Chinese Taipei”
   Ani Tung

   Seongbin Hwang

**3.2 Sport, Politics & Policy (Room 5)**
   Suguru Norimatsu

2) Political Propaganda and Nationalism in North Korean Sport
   Jung Woo Lee

3) Policy making of a football stadium construction in Japan after the 2002 FIFA World Cup
   Junichi Hashimoto

4) Comparing the Mechanisms of Transnational Influence Manifest at the Domestic Level: development of anti-doping policy in Japan and the UK
   Mayumi Ya-Ya Yamamoto

13.2 Social Integration Through Sport (Room 6): Community

1) Social integration of youth through sport. The case of the jail for minors of Nisida, Italy.
   Simone Baglioni

2) Sport “aficionamiento”, identification and social integration
   Gerardo Orellana

3) Involving ethnic minority youth in sport: how effective are sport clubs in the integration process?
   Saskia de Groot-Nuijten

4) Brazilian football and anomic process
   Luis Otavio Teles Assumpcao

SESSION 6  July 29: 10:30 -12:30

8.1 Sport Systems and Structures(Room 1)

1) 'The meaning of sport': an exploration into debates about sports evaluation systems
   Camilla Obel

2) Who 'Owns' the Game? Issues and Challenges in the Governance of Club Football in Britain
   David Hassan

3) Work-life integration and voluntary leadership - theoretical considerations and results of an interview study
   Gertrud Pfister

4) The Efficiency and Equity of Korean Professional Sports
   Jaehyoo Shin

5) Issues Regarding the Incorporation of Community Sports Clubs in Japan
   - With Emphasis on the Policies of the Comprehensive Community Sports Clubs and NPOs –
     Hiroko Maeda
21.6 Open Topics (Room 2)

1) Babylonian tales of sports mega-events: Meaning, interpretation and authenticity during the World Cup 2006
   Christian Tagsold

2) A Qualitative Study on the Organizational Culture of the Community Sports Clubs in Japan
   Katsuhiro Ito

3) Community sport clubs and social policies
   Isao Okayasu

4) Uniqueness of communications in transmission of Play
   Yugo Miyasaka

5) Factors influencing exercise self-efficacy and stages of exercise behavior change among middle-aged and older adults
   Yasuko Tsuneyuki, Yasuo Yamaguchi & Kazuo Takaori

22.2 Sport and Education (Room 3)

1) Athletes 'Deulruri' Life-World of University Sports Team
   Chan Woo Ahn

2) School sports or community sports?: An empirical study regarding the impact of household backgrounds on adolescents participation in school and community sports.
   Atsushi Nakazawa

3) American football in Western Japan: Sponsors/Patrons for College Games
   Haruo Higashimoto

4) A sociological analysis of the meaning of eyes from others in P.E class.
   CHIE MURAKAMI

5) GLOBALIZING SPORTS: CAPITALISM AND DOMINATION
   Pintu Modak

7.1 Sport for All Sessions(Room 4)

1) The development of leisure activity in Taiwan since 1945
   Wan-chen LU

2) The relationship between parental support and sport participation behaviors of senior high school girls
   Chih-fu CHENG, Ray-yi TSENG

3) The deepening process of the elderly people’s involvement in aquarobics
   Kwang-ok Kim
4) Golf gambling participants’ interaction patterns during golf rounding
   Eun Young Kang

5) A Study of the Relationships Service Quality, Customer Satisfaction and Behavioral Intentions among users at Public Sport Facilities in Japan
   Ryoko Akiyoshi

13.3 Social Integration Through Sport Practices & Meanings (Room 5)

1) Relations between working women’s participation in sports activities in a company and career success.
   Byeong Chul Kim

2) Sport as a religion
   Ruud Stokvis

3) The Social Benefits of Intramural Sports
   Ali ZAREI

4) The psychological characteristics of people who enjoy participating extreme sports have any effect on exercise obsession
   Kyung Hun Cho

5) Social Bodies in Resonance: Becoming of Communication and Rhythm in Sports
   Kanji Kotani

22.3 Sport & Education (Room 6)

1) The Influence of Achievement as Social Context in Physical Education: A comparative research of Japanese and Danish children
   Eriko Sakamoto

2) A Survey of the Career& Formation for a Physical Education Teacher in Japan
   Kouhei Kobayasi

3) The Influence of Nonverbal Communication in P.E. class: Based On Grounded Theory
   Yutaka Masano

Poster Sessions

July 27: 6:00-7:00 pm:

1) Ability and disability: the learning adjustment of a hearing impaired student in physical education department
   Horng-ju Deng

2) Collective and Regional Egoism on Facilities for Physically-Challenged People.
   Ki Sup Kim
3) Critical Observatory of Sport: A website to promote critical attitudes to sport social issues and media
   Susanna Soler, Maria Prat

4) The Relationship between Environment Attitude and Environmental Protection Behavior of Scuba Diving Participants
   Kang Hyomin

5) The Women Sport Week: an equality plan in an university Physical Activity Center
   Susanna Soler

6) Influence of Gender on Perceptions among Japanese College Students of Sexual Harassment Inside Sport Settings
   Osamu TAKAMINE

7) Characteristics of Perceptions of Sexual Harassment among Female College Students Both Inside and Outside the Sport Setting –In Relation to Their Personal Experience
   Kimie Kumayasu

8) Sport and Development of City
   Shi Zou

9) The Communication and Interaction between the Academic Circles of Sports Sociology Home and Abroad
   Li Yong Chen

10) Some Thoughts on Factors Supporting Popularity of Sport
    Ryozo Kanezaki

11) Professional sports teams and local urban communities
    Shiori Nagatsu

12) Effects of physical and mental health due to physical activity on Zanjanian 30-35 years old women's happiness
    Akram Atighehchi

13) Evaluating to the Health Effect of Using a Community-based Sports Club by Monetary Value
    Mitsuhiro SATO

14) A Study of Job Stress, Social Support and Job Satisfaction for Karate Coaches in Taiwan
    Kuan Chun Lin

15) A study of the flow experience involvement and consumer goods attribution of bicycle hobbyists in Taiwan
    Hsiao-chan CHAO

16) College students surveyed by questionnaire leisure awareness in Osaka
    Ritsu AINARA
17) The study of leisure activities of traditional festivals of Han people in Taiwan
   Hung-Ching LU

18) Homosexual discourses of men’s football photographs in the internet general portal site
   Hyunju Choi, Seonglye Yim

19) How the Sports concepts develop and its effect on the Lesbian Society in Taiwan in the view of the Traveling Theory of Said
   Hsiao-chang Chao, Chien wen Chen

20) The establishment a system to foster tennis players in Japanese universities
   Toshiaki Sakai

21) A study of the Relation between Service Quality, Customer Satisfaction and Repurchase Intention in Sanchong City of Taipei County's Swimming pools
   Chen Jui Chen

22) The research of signifier and signified of Chinese Dance Body Symbol
   Chiin Ling Hsiao, Shih Yi Cheng

23) Current status of official web site of sport facilities in Japan: Comparison between golf courses and ski resorts
   Tetsuro Kita

24) Making the registration system of sport leader for sport club in school: Osaka prefecture board of education report
   Masaki Nagamatsu